Father’s Day Celebrations: June 17, 2016
WOW! What a turn-out for Father’s Day celebrations.
The Emcee Sheilah D’Souza, Social Secretary welcomed one and all and a Very Warm Welcome was
extended to all the new members and guests. After a brief socializing, Martha Menezes 'led by a
prayer to fathers and Grace before meal… remembering all TEGSA Members and the recent
incident at Pulse Club in Orlando, USA.
Everyone enjoyed the Chinese food that was catered by Spicy Dragon and generously served by the
Committee and their spouses. The Mango Ice-cream added a great touch for the hot evening.
The Committee organized a “Super Dad” Contest and we had four contestants





Winston D’Souza: dressed to kill as James Bond – 007
Francis Fernandes as Bob Marley( the Jamaican reggae singer, songwriter, musician, and
guitarist who achieved international fame)
Austin Pinto – The Super Dad. His cat-walk was great with great moves and great lines why
he is a Great Dad…..
Romualdo Fernandes as Bob Izumi who is a Canadian professional angler, and the host of
Bob Izumi's Real Fishing Show. Romualdo has a passion for fishing and he showed it in
good measure with his actions with the fishing-rod…He was trying to catch a Mermaid;
however he won the First Prize in the contest……. And the Super Dad Austin Pinto was
announced as the Runner Up. Well done Fathers!

The judges were Rose Madeira and Judy Cardozo who especially flew in from Goa to judge this
contest.
The TEGSA Members love to dance and are great dancers. DJ Xavier entertained all with his great
music and showing great moves to the Line Dancing members. Pompi the great leader led the group
on the floor with the activity moves and am sure some of us lost a few pounds.
No TEGSA event is complete without the BINGO. Godfrey Cunningham and his callers led the
bingo games and the winners went off with smiling faces and the rest vowed to return to Try
Again…
Special thanks to the committee and the volunteers who worked hard to make this event a grand
success.
President, Austin Pinto thanked all the members for their support and cooperation.
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